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Abstract—Advances in quantum devices have brought scal-
able quantum computation closer to reality. We focus on the
system-level issues of how quantum devices can be brought
together to form a scalable architecture. In particular, we examine
promising silicon-based proposals. We discover that communi-
cation of quantum data is a critical resource in such proposals.
We find that traditional techniques using quantum SWAP gates
are exponentially expensive as distances increase and propose
quantum teleportation as a means to communicate data over
longer distances on a chip. Furthermore, we find that realistic
quantum error-correction circuits use a recursive structure that
benefits from using teleportation for long-distance communi-
cation. We identify a set of important architectural building
blocks necessary for constructing scalable communication and
computation. Finally, we explore an actual layout scheme for
recursive error correction, and demonstrate the exponential
growth in communication costs with levels of recursion, and that
teleportation limits those costs.

Index Terms—Quantum architecture, quantum computers, sil-
icon-based quantum computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ANY important problems seem to require exponential
resources on a classical computer. Quantum com-

puters can solve some of these problems with polynomial
resources, which has led a great number of researchers to
explore quantum information processing technologies [1]–[7].
Early-stage quantum computers have involved a small number
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of components (less than ten) and have utilized molecules in
solution and trapped ions [8]–[11]. To exploit our tremendous
historical investment in silicon, however, solid-state silicon
quantum computers are desirable. Promising proposals along
these lines have begun to appear [12], [13]; these even include
ideas which merge atomic physics and silicon micromachining
[14]. However, as the number of components grows, quantum
computing systems will begin to require the same level of
engineering as current computing systems. The process of
architectural design used for classical silicon-based systems,
of building abstractions and optimizing structures, needs to be
applied to quantum technologies.

Even at this early stage, a general architectural study of
quantum computation is important. By investigating the po-
tential costs and fundamental challenges of quantum devices,
we can help illuminate pitfalls along the way toward a scalable
quantum processor. We may also anticipate and specify impor-
tant subsystems common to all implementations, thus fostering
interoperability. Identifying these practical challenges early will
help focus the ongoing development of fabrication and device
technology. In particular, we find that transporting quantum
data is a critical requirement for upcoming silicon-based
quantum computing technologies.

Quantum information can be encoded in a number of ways,
such as the spin component of basic particles like protons or
electrons, or in the polarization of photons. Thus, there are sev-
eral ways in which we might transfer information. First, we
might physically transport particles from one point to another.
In a large solid-state system, the logical candidate for informa-
tion carriers would be electrons, since they are highly mobile.
Unfortunately, electrons are also highly interactive with the en-
vironment and, hence, subject to corruption of their quantum
state, a process known asdecoherence. Second, we might con-
sider passing information along a line of quantum devices. This
swapping channelis, in fact, a viable option for short distances
(as discussed in Section IV), but tends to accumulate errors over
long distances.

Over longer distances, we need something fundamentally dif-
ferent. We propose to use a technique calledteleportation[15]
and to call the resulting long-distance quantum wire ateleporta-
tion channelto distinguish from a swapping channel. Telepor-
tation uses an unusual quantum property calledentanglement,
which allows quantum information to be communicated at a
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distance.1 To understand the mathematical details and practical
implications of teleportation, we will need to cover some back-
ground before returning to the subject in Section II-C.

A striking example of the importance of quantum communi-
cation lies in the implementation of error-correction circuits.
Quantum computations must make use of extremely robust
error-correction techniques to extend the life of quantum data.
We present optimized layouts of quantum error-correction
circuits based upon quantum bits embedded in silicon.

We discover two interesting results from our quantum lay-
outs. First, the recursive nature of quantum error correction re-
sults in an H-tree-structured circuit that requires long-distance
communication to move quantum data as we approach the root.
Second, the reliability of the quantumSWAPoperator is perhaps
the most important operator for a technology to implement reli-
ably in order to realize a scalable quantum computer.

The remainder of this paper continues with a brief introduc-
tion to quantum computing in Section II. We describe our as-
sumptions about implementation technologies in Section III.
Next, Section IV discusses how quantum information can be
transported in solid-state technologies. This includes a discus-
sion of short-distanceswapping channelsand the more scal-
able long-distanceteleportation channels. Section V introduces
error-correction algorithms for quantum systems and discusses
the physical layout of such algorithms. Then, Section VI probes
details of two important error-correction codes. Following this,
in Section VII, we demonstrate the need for teleportation as a
long-distance communication mechanism in the layout of recur-
sive error-correction algorithms. Finally, Section VIII discusses
system bandwidth issues and in Section IX we conclude.

II. QUANTUM COMPUTATION

We begin with a brief overview of the basic terminology and
constructs of quantum computation. Our purpose is to introduce
the language necessary for subsequent sections; in-depth treat-
ments of these subjects are available in the literature [2].

A. Quantum States: Qubits

The state of a classical digital system can be specified
by a binary string composed of a number of bits , each
of which uniquely characterizes one elementary piece of the
system. For bits, there are possible states. The state of an
analogous quantum systemis described by a complex-valued
vector , a weighted combination (a “superposi-
tion”) of the basis vectors , where theprobability amplitudes

are complex numbers whose modulus squared sums to one,
.

A single quantum bit is commonly referred to as aqubit and
is described by the equation , where the
are complex valued. Legal qubit states include “classical” com-
putational basis states and , and states in superposition,
such as , or . Larger quantum sys-
tems can be composed from multiple qubits, for example,,
or . An -qubit state is described by

1The speed of this channel is, however, limited by the rate at which two
classical bits can be transmitted from source to destination, without which the
quantum information is ambiguous.

basis vectors, each with its own complex probability amplitude,
so an -qubit system can exist in an arbitrary superposition of
the possible classical states of the system.

Unlike the classical case, however, where the total can be
completely characterized by its parts, the state of larger quantum
systems cannot always be described as the product of its parts.
This property, known asentanglement, is best illustrated with
an example: there exist no single qubit states and
such that the two-qubit state can be
expressed as the composite state2 . Entanglement
has no classical analogue. It is what gives quantum computers
their computational powers.

Although a quantum system may exist in a superposition of
orthogonal states, only one of those states can be observed, or
measured. After measurement, the system is no longer in su-
perposition: the quantum state collapses into the one state mea-
sured, and the probability amplitude of all other states goes to
zero. For example, when the state is measured,
the result is either 00 or 11, with equal probability; the outcomes

or never occur. Furthermore, if a subset of the qubits
in a system is measured, the remaining qubits are left in a state
consistent with the measurement.

Since measurement of a quantum system only produces a
single result, quantum algorithms must maximize the proba-
bility that the result measured is the result desired. This may
be accomplished by iteratively amplifying the desired result, as
in Grover’s fast database search, for a dataset of size

[16]. Another option is to arrange the computation such that
it does not matter which of many random results is measured
from a qubit vector. This method is used in Shor’s algorithm for
finding a factor of a composite integer [17], [18], which is built
upon modular exponentiation and a quantum Fourier transform.
For the interested reader, quantum algorithms for a variety of
problems other than search and factoring have been developed:
adiabatic solution of optimization problems (a quantum ana-
logue of simulated annealing; complexity unknown) [19], pre-
cise clock synchronization (using EPR pairs to synchronize GPS
satellites) [20], [21], quantum key distribution (provably secure
distribution of classical cryptographic keys) [22], and very re-
cently, Gauss sums [23], and Pell’s equation [24].

B. Quantum Gates and Circuits

Just as classical bits are manipulated using gates such asNOT,
AND, andXOR, qubits are manipulated with quantum gates such
as those shown in Fig. 1. A quantum gate is described by a
unitary operator . The output state vector is the operator ap-
plied to the input vector; that is, . The classical
NOT has the quantum analogue which inverts the probabil-
ities of measuring 0 and 1. The quantum analogue ofXOR is
the two-qubitCNOT gate: thetarget qubit is inverted for those
states where thesourcequbit is 1. Most quantum gates, however,
have no classical analogue. Thegate flips the relative phase
of the state, thus exchanging and

. The Hadamard gate turns into and

2The composition operator for quantum systems is the tensor product,
 :

jxi 
 jyi = c jxi 
 c jyi = c c jx 
 yi, wherex 
 y is
simply the string formed by concatenatingx andy.
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Fig. 1. Basic quantum gates and their matrix representations.

Fig. 2. Quantum Teleportation: Quantum Teleportation of statejai. First,
entangledqubits jbi and jci are distributed. Then,jai is combined withjbi
after which measurements produce twoclassicalbits of information (double
lines). After transport, these bits are used to manipulatejci to regenerate state
jai at the destination.

into ; it can be thought of as performing a
radix-2 Fourier transform. Another important single-qubit gate,

, leaves unchanged but multiplies by . Single qubit
gates are characterized by a rotation around an axis:rotates
the qubit by around the -axis; rotates by around the
-axis; and rotates by around the axis. By composing

the and gates, any single-qubit gate can be approximated
to arbitrary precision. The combination of, , andCNOT pro-
vide auniversal set: just as any Boolean circuit can be com-
posed fromAND, OR, andNOT gates, any polynomially describ-
able multiqubit quantum transform can be efficiently approx-
imated by composing just these three quantum gates into a cir-
cuit.

One additional important operator is theSWAP gate. Just
as two classical values can be swapped using threeXORs, a
quantumSWAP can be implemented as threeCNOTs. However,
SWAP is often available natively for a given technology, which
is valuable, given its importance to quantum communication.

Fig. 2 shows aquantum circuitfor teleportation (described
in the next section). In quantum circuits, time goes from left
to right, where single lines represent qubits, and double lines
represent classical bits. A meter is used to represent measure-
ment. By convention, black dots represent control terminals for

quantum-controlled gates. The symbolis shorthand for the
target qubit of theCNOT gate.

C. Quantum Teleportation

Quantum teleportation is the recreation of a quantum state at
a distance, using only classical communication. It accomplishes
this feat by using a pair of entangled qubits,

, called an EPR pair.3

Fig. 2 gives an overview of the teleportation process. We start
by generating an EPR pair. We separate the pair, keeping one
qubit, , at the source and transporting the other,, to the
destination. When we want to send a qubit,, we first interact

with using aCNOTgate. We then measure the phase of
and the amplitude of , send the two one-bit classical results
to the destination, and use those results to recreate the correct
phase and amplitude in such that it takes on the original state
of . The recreation of phase and amplitude is done with
and gates, whose application is contingent on the outcome
of the measurements of and . Intuitively, since has a
special relationship with , interacting with makes
resemble , modulo a phase and/or amplitude error. The two
measurements allow us to correct these errors and recreate
at the destination. Note that the original state ofis destroyed
when we take our two measurements.4

Why bother with teleportation when we end up transporting
anyway? Why not just transport directly? First, we can

precommunicate EPR pairs with extensive pipelining without
stalling computations. Second, it is easier to transport EPR pairs
than real data. Since and have known properties, we can
employ a specialized procedure known aspurification to turn
a collection of pairs partially damaged from transport into a
smaller collection of asymptotically perfect pairs. Third, trans-
mitting the two classical bits resulting from the measurements
is more reliable than transmitting quantum data.

III. SOLID-STATE TECHNOLOGIES

With some basics of quantum operations in mind, we turn
our attention to the technologies available to implement these
operations. Experimentalists have examined several technolo-
gies for quantum computation, including trapped ions [26],
photons [27], bulk spin NMR [28], Josephson junctions [13],
[29], SQUIDS [30], electron spin resonance transistors [31],
and phosphorus nuclei in silicon (the “Kane” model) [12], [32].
Of these proposals, only the last three build upon a solid-state
platform; they are generally expected to provide the scalability
required to achieve a truly scalable computational substrate.

For the purposes of this paper, the key feature of these
solid-state platforms are as follows.

1) Quantum bits are laid out in silicon in a two-dimensional
(2-D) fashion, similar to traditional CMOS VLSI.

2) Quantum interactions are near-neighbor between bits.

3An EPR or Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen pair is a special instance of entangle-
ment noted in the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox [25], [62].

4This is consistent with theno-cloningtheorem, which states that an arbitrary
quantum state cannot be perfectly copied; this is fundamentally because of the
unitarity of quantum mechanics.
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Fig. 3. The basic quantum bit technology proposed by Kane [34]. Qubits are
embodied by the nuclear spin of a phosphorus atom coupled with an electron
embedded in silicon under high magnetic field at low temperature.

3) Quantum bits cannot move physically, but quantum data
can be swapped between neighbors.

4) The control structures necessary to manipulate the bits
prevent a dense 2-D grid of bits. Instead, we have linear
structures of bits which can cross, but there is a minimum
distance between such intersections that is on the order of
20 bits for our primary technology model [33]. This re-
striction is similar to a “design rule” in traditional CMOS
VLSI.

These four assumptions apply to several solid-state technolo-
gies. For concreteness, we will focus upon an updated version of
Kane’s phosphorus-in-silicon nuclear-spin proposal [34]. This
scheme will serve as an example for the remainder of the paper,
although we will generalize our results when appropriate.

Fig. 3 illustrates important dimensions of the Kane scheme.
Shown are two phosphorus atoms spaced 15–100 nm apart.
Quantum states are stored in relatively stable electron-donor

spin pairs, where the electron and the donor
nucleus have opposite spins. The basis states,and
are defined as the superposition states
and . Twenty nanometers above the
phosphorus atoms lie three classical control wires, onegate
and two gates. Precisely timed pulses on these gates provide
arbitrary one- and two-qubit quantum gates.

Single qubit operators are composed of pulses on the A-gates,
modulating the hyperfine interaction between electron and nu-
cleus to provide Z axis rotations. A globally applied static mag-
netic field provides rotations around the X axis. By changing the
pulse widths, any desired rotational operator may be applied,
including the identity operator. Two-qubit interactions are me-
diated by S-gates, which move an electron from one nucleus to
the next. The exact details of the pulses and quantum mechanics
of this technique are beyond the scope of this paper and are de-
scribed in [34].

Particularly apropos to the next few sections of this paper,
however, is the interqubit spacing of 15–100 nm. The exact
spacing is currently a topic of debate within the physics commu-
nity, with conservative estimates of 15 nm, and more aggressive
estimations of 100 nm. The tradeoff is between noise immunity

and difficulty of manufacturing. For our study, we will use a
figure (60 nm) that lies between these two. This choice implies
that the A and S gates are spaced 20 nm apart. We parameterize
our work, however, to generalize for changes in the underlying
technology.

The Kane proposal, like all quantum computing proposals,
uses classical signals to control the timing and sequence of op-
erations. All known quantum algorithms, including basic error-
correction for quantum data, require the determinism and reli-
ability of classical control. Without efficient classical control,
fundamental results demonstrating the feasibility of quantum
computation do not apply (such as the Threshold Theorem used
in Section IV-B.3).

Quantum computing systems display a characteristic tension
between computation and communication. Fundamentally,
technologies that transport data well do so because they are
resistant to interaction with the environment or other quantum
bits; on the other hand technologies that compute well do so
precisely because theydo interact. Thus, computation and
communication are somewhat at odds.

In particular, atomic-based solid-state technologies are good
at providing scalable computation but complicate communica-
tion, because their information carriers have nonzero mass. The
Kane proposal, for example, represents a quantum bit with the
nuclear spin of a phosphorus atom implanted in silicon. The
phosphorus atom does not move, hence, transporting this state
to another part of the chip is laborious and requires carefully
controlled swapping of the states of neighboring atoms. In con-
trast, photon-based proposals that use polarization to represent
quantum states can easily transport data over long distances
through fiber. It is very difficult, however, to get photons to in-
teract and achieve any useful computation. Furthermore, trans-
ferring quantum states between atomic- and photon-based tech-
nologies is currently extremely difficult.

Optimizing these tensions, between communication and com-
putation, between classical control and quantum effects, im-
plies a structure to quantum systems. In this paper, we begin
to examine this optimization by focusing on communication in
solid-state quantum systems. Specifically, we begin by exam-
ining the quantum equivalent of short and long “wires.”

IV. TRANSPORTINGQUANTUM INFORMATION: WIRES

In this section, we explore the difficulty of transporting
quantum information within a silicon substrate. Any optimistic
view of the future of quantum computing includes enough
interacting devices to introduce a spatial extent to the layout
of those devices. This spatial dimension, in turn, introduces a
need for wires. One of the most important distinctions between
quantum and classical wires arises from theno-cloningtheorem
[2] is that quantum information cannot be copied but must
rather betransportedfrom source to destination (see footnote
4).

Section IV-A begins with a relatively simple means of
moving quantum data via swap operations, called aswapping
channel. Unfortunately, the analysis of Section IV-B indicates
that swapping channels do not scale well, leading to an al-
ternative called ateleportation channel. This long-distance
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Fig. 4. Short wires are constructed from successive qubits (phosphorus atoms).
Information in the quantum data path is swapped from qubit to qubit under
classical control. A singleSWAPoperator requires multiple A- and S-gate voltage
pulses. The control circuitry is not to scale.

technology is introduced in Section IV-C and analyzed in
Section IV-D.

A. Short Wires: Swapping Channel

In solid-state technologies, a line of qubits is one plausible
approach to transporting quantum data. Fig. 4 provides a
schematic of aswapping channelin which information is
progressively swapped between pairs of qubits in thequantum
datapath—somewhat like a bubble sort.5 Swapping channels
require active control from classical logic as illustrated by the
classical controlplane of Fig. 4.

As simple as it might appear, a quantum swapping channel
presents significant technical challenges. The first hurdle is the
placement of the phosphorus atoms themselves. The leading
work in this area has involved precise ion implantation through
masks, and manipulation of single atoms on the surface of sil-
icon [35]. For applications where only a few trial devices are de-
sired, slowly placing a few hundred thousand phosphorus atoms
with a probe device [36] may be possible. For bulk manufac-
turing, the advancement of DNA-based or other chemical self-
assembly techniques [37] may need to be developed. Note that,
while new technologies may be developed to enable precise
placement, the key for our work is only the spacing (60 nm)
of the phosphorus atoms themselves, and the number of control
lines (three) per qubit. The relative scale of quantum interaction
and the classical control of these interactions is what will lead
our analysis to the fundamental constraints on quantum com-
puting architectures.

A second challenge is the scale of classical control. Each con-
trol line into the quantum datapath is roughly 10 nm in width.
While such wires are difficult to fabricate, we expect that either
electron beam lithography [38], or phase-shifted masks [39] will
make such scales possible.

A remaining challenge is the temperature of the device. In
order for the quantum bits to remain stable for a reasonable
period of time the device must be cooled to less than one de-
gree Kelvin. The cooling itself is straightforward, but the ef-

5For technologies that do not have an intrinsic swap operation, one can be
implemented by threeCONTROLLED-NOTgates performed in succession. This is
a widely known result in the quantum computing field and we refer the interested
reader to [2].

Fig. 5. Quantization of electron states overcome by increasing the physical
dimension of the control lines beyond 100 nm. The states propagate
quantum-mechanically downward through access vias to control the magnetic
field around the phosphorus atoms.

fect of the cooling on the classical logic is a problem. Two is-
sues arise. First, conventional transistors stop working as the
electrons become trapped near their dopant atoms, which fail to
ionize. Second, the 10-nm classical control lines begin to ex-
hibit quantum-mechanical behavior, such as conductance quan-
tization and interference from ballistic transport [40].

Fortunately, many researchers are already working on
low-temperature transistors. For instance, single-electron
transistors (SETs) [41] are the focus of intense research due to
their high density and low power properties. SETs, however,
have been problematic for conventional computing because
they are sensitive to noise and operate best at low temperatures.
For quantum computing, this predilection for low temperatures
is exactly what is needed! Tucker and Shen describe this
complementary relationship and propose several fabrication
methods in [42].

On the other hand, the quantum-mechanical behavior of the
control lines presents a subtle challenge that has been mostly
ignored to-date. At low temperatures, and in narrow wires, the
quantum nature of electrons begins to dominate over normal
classical behavior. For example, in 100-nm-wide polysil-
icon wires at 100 mK, electrons propagate ballistically like
waves, through only one conductance channel, which has an
impedance given by the quantum of resistance, .
Impedance mismatches to these and similar metallic wires
make it impossible to properly drive the ac current necessary to
perform qubit operations, in the absence of space-consuming
impedance matching structures such as adiabatic tapers.

Avoiding such limitations mandates a geometric design con-
straint: narrow wires must be short and locally driven by nearby
wide wires. Using 100 nm as a rule of thumb6 for a minimum
metallic wire width sufficient to avoid undesired quantum be-
havior at these low temperatures, we obtain a control gate struc-
ture such as that depicted in Fig. 5. Here, wide wires terminate in
10-nm vias that act as local gates above individual phosphorus
atoms.

6This value is based on typical electron mean free path distances, given known
scattering rates and the electron Fermi wavelength in metals.
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Fig. 6. A linear row of quantum bits: In this figure (not drawn to scale) we depict access control for a line of quantum bits. On the left, we depict a “top down”
view. On the right is a vertical cross-section which more clearly depicts the narrow-tipped control lines that quickly expand to classical dimensions.

Fig. 7. Intersection of quantum bits. In this simplified view, we depict
a four-way intersection of quantum bits. An inversely (diamond shaped)
organized junction is also needed to densely pack junction cells.

Producing a line of quantum bits that overcomes all of the
above challenges is possible. We illustrate a design in Fig. 6.
Note how access lines quickly taper into upper layers of metal
and into control areas of a classical scale. These control areas
can then be routed to access transistors that can gate on and off
the frequencies (in the 10s to 100s of MHz) required to apply
specific quantum gates.

Of course, any solution for data transport must also support
routing. Routing is not possible without fanout provided by wire
intersections. We can extend our linear row of quantum bits to
a four-way intersection capable of supporting sparsely inter-
secting topologies of quantum bits. We illustrate the quantum
intersection in Fig. 7. This configuration is similar to Fig. 6 ex-
cept that the intersection creates a more challenging tapering.

B. Analysis of the Swapping Channel

We now analyze our swapping channel to derive two
important architectural constraints: the classical-quantum
interface boundary and the latency–bandwidth characteristics.
We strive to achieve a loose lower bound on these constraints
for a given quantum device technology. While future quantum
technologies may have different precise numbers, it is almost
certain they will continue to be classically controlled and, thus,

also obey similar constraints based upon this classical-quantum
interface.

1) Pitch Matching: Our first constraint is derived from the
need to have classical control of our quantum operations. As
previously discussed, we need a minimum wire width to avoid
quantum effects in our classical control lines. Referring back to
Fig. 7, we can see that each quadrant of our four-way intersec-
tion will need to be some minimum size to accommodate access
to our control signals.

Recall from Fig. 3 that each qubit has three associated control
signals (one A and two S gates). Each of these control lines must
expand from a thin 10 nm tip into a 100 nm access point in an
upper metal layer to avoid the effects of charge quantization at
low temperatures (Fig. 5). Given this structure, it is possible to
analytically derive the minimum width of a line of qubits and its
control lines, as well as the size of a four-way intersection. For
this minimum size calculation, we assume all classical control
lines are routed in parallel, albeit spread across the various metal
layers. This parallel nature makes this calculation trivial under
normal circumstances (sufficiently “large” lithographic feature
size ), with the minimum line segment being equal in length
to twice the classical pitching, 150 nm in our case, and the junc-
tion size equal to four times the classical pitching, 400 nm, in
size. However, we illustrate the detailed computation to make
the description of the generalization clearer. We begin with a
line of qubits.

Let be the number of qubits along the line segment. Since
there are three gates (an A and two S lines), we need to fit in

classical access points of 100 nm in dimension each in line
width. We accomplish this by offsetting the access points in the
x and y dimensions (Fig. 6) by 20 nm. The total size of these
offsets will be 100 nm divided by the qubit spacing 60 nm times
the number of control lines per qubit (three), times the offset
distance of 20 nm. This number 100 nm/60 nm3 20 nm =
100 nm is divided by 2 because the access lines are spread out
on each side of the wire. Hence, the minimum line segment will
be 100 nm + 50 nm. Shorter line segments within larger, more
specialized cells are possible.

Turning our attention to an intersection (Fig. 7), letbe the
number of qubits along each “spoke” of the junction. We need
to fit classical access points in a space of (60 nm) ,
where each access point is at least 100 nm on a side. As with
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the case of a linear row of bits, a 20-nm x and y shift in access
point positioning between layers is used for via access. Starting
with a single access pad of 100 nm, we must fit 100 nm/60 nm

3 additional pads shifted in x and y within the single quad-
rant of our intersection. This leads to a quadrant size of 100 +
100 nm/60 nm 3 20 nm = 200 nm. Therefore, the minimum
size four-way intersection is eight (rounding up) qubits in each
direction.

In this construction, we have assumed a densely packed edge
to each spoke. However, this is easily “unpacked” with a spe-
cialized line segment, or by joining to another junction that is
constructed inversely from that shown in Fig. 7. Obviously, the
specific sizes will vary according to technological parameters
and assumptions about control logic, but this calculation illus-
trates the approximate effect of what appears to be a funda-
mental tension between quantum operations and the classical
signals that control them. A minimum intersection size implies
minimum wire lengths, which imply a minimum size for com-
putation units.

2) Technology Independent Limits:Thus far, we have fo-
cused our discussion on a particular quantum device technology.
This has been useful to make the calculations concrete. Nev-
ertheless, it is useful to generalize these calculations to future
quantum device technologies. Therefore, we parameterize our
discussion based on a few device characteristics as follows.

Assuming 2-D devices (i.e., not a cube of quantum bits), let
be the classical pitching required, andthe quantum one.

Furthermore, let be the ratio of the classical to quantum
distance for the device technology,be the number of classical
control lines required per quantum bit, and finallybe the fea-
ture size of the lithographic technology. We use two separate
variables and to characterize the “classical” technology
because they arise from different physical constraints. The pa-
rameter comes from the lithographic feature size, while
(which is a function of ) is related to the charge quantization
effect of electrons in gold. With the Kane technology we assume
a spacing of 60 nm between qubits, three control lines per bit
of 100 nm each, and a of 5 nm. We can use these to
generalize our pitch matching equations. Here, we find that the
minimum line segment is simply equivalent to
qubits in length.

Examining our junction structure (Fig. 7), we note that it is
simply four line segments, similar to those calculated above,
except that the control lines must be on the same side. Therefore,
the minimum crossing size of quantum bits in a 2-D device is of
size on a side.

3) Latency and Bandwidth:Calculating the latency and
bandwidth of quantum wires is similar to but slightly different
than it is for classical systems. The primary difficulty is
decoherence (i.e., quantum noise). Unlike classical systems,
if you want to perform a quantum computation, you cannot
simply resend quantum information when an error is detected.
The no-cloning theorem prohibits transmission by duplication,
thereby making it impossible to retransmit quantum informa-
tion if it is corrupted. Once the information is destroyed by the
noisy channel, you have to start the entire computation over
(“no-cloning” also implies no checkpointing of intermediate
states in a computation). To avoid this loss, qubits are encoded

in a sufficiently strong error-correcting code that, with high
probability, will remain coherent for the entire length of the
quantum algorithm. Unfortunately, quantum systems will likely
be so error-prone that they will probably execute right at the
limits of their error tolerance [43].

Our goal is to provide a quantum communication layer which
sits below higher level error-correction schemes. Later, in Sec-
tion VIII, we discuss the interaction of this layer with quantum
error correction and algorithms. Consequently, we start our cal-
culation by assuming a channel with no error correction. Then,
we factor in the effects of decoherence and derive a maximum
wire length for our line of qubits.

Recall that data traverses the line of qubits withSWAP gates,
each of which takes approximately 1s to execute in the Kane
technology. Hence, to move quantum information over a space
of 60 nm requires 0.57 s. A single row of quantum bits has
latency

s (1)

where is the distance in qubits, or the physical dis-
tance divided by 60 nm. This latency can be quite large.
A short 1 m has a latency of 17 s. On the plus side, the
wire can be fully pipelined and has a sustained bandwidth of

s one million quantum bits per second (Mqbps).
This may seem small compared to a classical wire, but keep in
mind that quantum bits can enable algorithms with exponential
speedup over the classical case.

The number of error-free qubits is actually lower than this
physical bandwidth. Noise, or decoherence, degrades quantum
states and makes the true bandwidth of our wire less than the
physical quantum bits per second. Bits decohere over time, so
longer wires will have a lower bandwidth than shorter ones.

The stability of a quantum bit decreases with time (much like
an uncorrected classical bit) as a function . Usually, a nor-
malized form of this equation is used, , where in this new
equation is the number of operations andis related to the time
per operation and the original. As quantum bits traverse the
wire, they arrive with a fidelity that varies inversely with latency,
namely

fidelity (2)

The true bandwidth is proportional to the fidelity

bandwidth bandwidth fidelity (3)

Choosing a reasonable7 value of , we find the true
bandwidth of a wire to be

s
(4)

which for a 1 m wire is close to the ideal (999 983 qbps).
This does not seem to be a major effect, until you consider

an entire quantum algorithm. Data may traverse back and forth

7This value for� is calculated from a decoherence rate of10 per operation,
where each operation requires 1�s. It is aggressive, but potentially achievable
with phosphorus atoms in silicon [32], [44].
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Fig. 8. Architecture for a Quantum Wire: Solid double lines represent classical communication channels, while chained links represented a quantum swapping
channel. Single lines depict the direction in which the swapping channel is being used for transport.

across a quantum wire millions of times. It is currently esti-
mated [45] that a degradation of fidelity more than makes
arbitrarily long quantum computation theoretically unsustain-
able, with the practical limit being far higher [43]. This limit is
derived from the Threshold Theorem, which relates the deco-
herence of a quantum bit to the complexity of correcting this
decoherence (as discussed in detail, in Section V) [45]–[47].8

Given our assumptions about, the maximum theoretical wire
distance is about 6m.

4) Technology Independent Metrics:Our latency and band-
width calculations require slightly more device parameters. Let

be the time per basicSWAPoperation. Some technologies
will have an intrinsicSWAP, and others will require synthesizing
theSWAPfrom 3CNOToperations. Let be the decoherence rate,
which for small and is equivalent to the decoherence a
quantum bit undergoes in a unit of operation time . This
makes the latency of a swapping channel wire equal to

(5)

where the distance is expressed in the number of qubits.
The bandwidth is proportional to the fidelity or:

bandwidth (6)

This bandwidth calculation is correct so long as the fidelity
remains above the critical threshold required for
fault tolerant computation. Finally, the maximum distance of
this swapping channel is the distance when the fidelity drops
below the critical threshold

(7)

No amount of error correction will be robust enough to
support a longer wire, while still supporting arbitrarily long
quantum computation. For this, we need a more advanced
architecture. One obvious option is to break the wire into

8By “practical,” we mean without an undue amount of error correction. The
threshold theorem ensures that, theoretically, we can compute arbitrarily long
quantum computations, but the practical overhead of error correction makes the
real limit 2–3 orders of magnitude higher [43].

segments and insert “repeaters” in the middle. These quantum
repeaters are effectively performing state restoration (error
correction). However, we can do better, which is the subject of
the next section.

C. Long Wires: Teleportation Channel

In this section, we introduce an architecture for quantum com-
munication over longer distances in solid-state technologies,
shown in Fig. 8. This architecture makes use of the quantum
primitive of teleportation (described earlier in Section II-C). In
the next few sections, we provide a brief introduction to the core
components of this architecture.

Although teleportation and the mechanisms described in this
section are known in the literature, what has been missing is
the identification and analysis of which mechanisms form fun-
damental building blocks of a realistic system. In this section,
we highlight three important architectural building blocks: the
entropy exchange unit, theEPR generator, and thepurification
unit. Note that the description of theses blocks is quasi-classical
in that it involves input and output ports. Keep in mind, how-
ever, that all operations (except measurement) are inherently re-
versible, and the specification of input and output ports merely
provides a convention for understanding the forward direction
of computation.

1) Entropy Exchange Unit:The physics of quantum compu-
tation requires that operations are reversible and conserve en-
ergy. The initial state of the system, however, must be created
somehow. We need to be able to createstates. Furthermore,
decoherence causes qubits to become randomized—the entropy
of the system increases through qubits coupling with the ex-
ternal environment.

Where do these zero states come from? The process can be
viewed as one of thermodynamic cooling. “Cool” qubits are dis-
tributed throughout the processor, analogous to a ground plane
in a conventional CMOS chip. The “cool” qubits are in a nearly
zero state. They are created by measuring the qubit, and in-
verting if . The measurement process itself requires a source
of cold spin-polarized electrons (created, for example, using a
standard technique known as optical pumping [44], [48]).

As with all quantum processes, the measurement operation is
subject to failure but, with high probability, leaves the measured
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Fig. 9. Quantum EPR generator. Solid double lines represent classical
communication (or control), and single lines depict quantum wires.

Fig. 10. Quantum purification unit. EPR states are sufficiently regular that they
can be purified at the ends of a teleportation channel.

qubit in a known state from which s may be obtained. To ar-
bitrarily increase this probability (and make an extremely cold
zero state) we can use a technique calledpurification. Specif-
ically, one realization employs an efficient algorithm for data
compression [49], [50] that gathers entropy across a number of
qubits into a small subset of high-entropy qubits. As a result, the
remaining qubits are reinitialized to the desired pure,state.

2) EPR Generator:Constructing an EPR pair of qubits is
straightforward. We start with two state qubits from our en-
tropy exchange unit. A Hadamard gate is applied to the first of
these qubits. We then take this transformed qubit that is in an
equal superposition of a zero and a one state and use it as the
control qubit for aCNOT gate. The target qubit that is to be in-
verted is the other fresh qubit from the entropy exchange
unit. A CNOT gate is a qubit like a classicalXOR gate in that the
target qubit is inverted if the control qubit is in the state.
Using a control qubit of and a target qubit of
we end up with a two-qubit entangled state of :
an EPR pair.

The overall process of EPR generation is depicted in Fig. 9.
Schematically, the EPR generator has a single quantum input
and two quantum outputs. The input is directly piped from the
entropy exchange unit and the output is the entangled EPR pair.

3) EPR Purification Unit: The final building block we re-
quire is the EPR purification unit. This unit takes as input
EPR pairs, which have been partially corrupted by errors, and
outputs asymptotically perfect EPR pairs. is the entropy
of entanglement, a measure of the number of quantum errors
which the pairs suffered. The details of this entanglement pu-
rification procedure are beyond the scope of this paper but the
interested reader can see [51]–[53].

Fig. 10 depicts a purification block. The quantum inputs to
this block are the input EPR states and a supply ofqubits.
The outputs are pure EPR states. Note that the block is carefully
designed to correct only up to a certain number of errors; if

more errors than this threshold occur, then the unit fails with
increasing probability.

Fig. 8 illustrates how we use these basic building blocks and
protocols for constructing our teleportation channel. The EPR
generator is placed in the middle of the wire and “pumps” en-
tangled qubits to each end (via a pipelined swapping channel).
These qubits are then purified such that only the error-free
qubits remain. Purification and teleportation consume zero-state
qubits that are supplied by the entropy exchange unit. Finally,
the coded-teleportation unit transmits quantum data from one
end of the wire to the other using the protocol described in
Section II-C. Our goal now is to analyze this architecture and
derive its bandwidth and latency characteristics.

D. Analysis of the Teleportation Channel

The bandwidth of a teleportation channel is proportional to
the speed with which reliable EPR pairs are communicated.
Since we are communicating unreliable pairs, we must purify
them, so the efficiency of the purification process must be taken
into account. Purification has an efficiency roughly proportional
to the fidelity of the incoming, unpurified qubits [49]

purification fidelity (8)

Entropy exchange is a sufficiently parallel process that we as-
sume enough zero qubits can always be supplied. Therefore, the
overall bandwidth of this long quantum wire is

s
(9)

which for a 1- m wire is 999 967 qbps. Note that this result is
less than for the simple wiring scheme, but the decoherence in-
troduced on the logical qubits is only . It is this latter
number that does not change with wire length which makes
an important difference. In the previous short-wire scheme we
could not make a wire longer than 6m. Here we can make a
wire of arbitrary length. For example, a 10-mm-long wire has a
bandwidth of 716 531 qbps, while a simple wire has an effective
bandwidth of zero at this length (for computational purposes).

The situation is even better when we consider latency. Unlike
the simple wire, the wire architecture we propose allows for the
precommunication of EPR pairs at the sustainable bandwidth of
the wire. These precommunicated EPR pairs can then be used
for transmission with a constant latency. This latency is roughly
the time it takes to perform teleportation, or s. Note
that this latency is much improved compared with the distance-
dependent simple wiring scheme.

Using the same constants defined above for the swapping
channel, we can generalize our analysis of teleportation chan-
nels. The latency is simply

(10)

The bandwidth is

bandwidth (11)

Unlike the short wire, this bandwidth isnot constrained by
a maximum distance related to the Threshold Theorem since
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teleportation is unaffected by distance. The communication of
EPR pairs before teleportation, however, can be affected by dis-
tance, but at a very slow rate. While purification must discard
more corrupted EPR pairs as distance increases, this effect is
orders-of-magnitude smaller than direct data transmission over
short wires and is not a factor in a practical silicon chip of up to
tens of millimeters on a side.

V. FAULT-TOLERANT ARCHITECTURE AND

GEOMETRIC CONSTRAINTS

We turn now to a keysystemrequirement for quantum com-
puting. The ability to tolerate and dynamically handle internal
faults while preserving the integrity of the computation. Unlike
present classical computing systems, where the gate failure
probability is extremely low (mosfets in CMOS fail with prob-
ability lower than per operation), current and projected
quantum gates have to probabilities of
failure per operation,

Nevertheless, as was mentioned in the introduction, a main
result in the field is that by using a construction involving fine-
grained fault tolerance, an arbitrarily reliable quantum informa-
tion processor can be efficiently constructed using unreliable
components [45].

In this section, we study geometric constraints on scalable,
quantum fault-tolerant construction. Key to our study of
quantum wires was a tradeoff between the geometric design of
the system and the noise generated during operation: shrinking
the wires exposes quantum effects in conductivity and voltage,
and lowers the fidelity of the operations performed on the qubit.
Allocating more space allows us to reduce the noise; however,
there is a different way to use this spatial resource. Instead of
making larger gates or wires, space can alternatively be used to
perform computations using a fault-tolerant quantum circuit,
employing redundant, faulty quantum gates. These two strate-
gies for achieving reliable computation, either at the cost of
larger devices, or at the cost of more area for redundant circuits,
present different tradeoffs between space and reliability.

In the remainder of this section, we present an explicit analyt-
ical mathematical formula capturing this tradeoff, and demon-
strate some global geometric bounds on fault-tolerant quantum
computation. We begin in Section V-A with an overview of
the fault tolerance, which is then described in detail in terms
of quantum error correction (Section V-B); how to compute
on encoded data (Section V-C); and how to do so recursively
(Section V-D). We then introduce our reliability model in Sec-
tion V-E, and describe how geometry is involved. This, then,
leads to our main result of this section, in Section V-F.

A. Overview of Quantum Fault-Tolerant Strategy

In order for a system to operate reliably despite a partial
corruption of the data it processes, it must introduce a certain
amount of redundancy in the form of an error-correction code.
This protection can only be effective if the redundancy is present
at all times in the computational process. All operators need
to be consistently modified as to compute directly on encoded
data. The choice of a code is dictated by three criteria. First,

it should minimize the complexity overhead due to the afore-
mentioned modification of the circuit. Second, the concentration
of redundancy should be focused around strategic operators,
whose erroneous behavior is likely to occur and critical for the
computation. Third, and this is a general requirement in coding
theory, the code should raise a syndrome allowing an identifi-
cation or/and correction of the expected errors. The freedom in
encoding differs in a quantum and in a classical context. The
no-cloning theorem forbids any data duplication in a quantum
system. On the other hand, coding and decoding schemes might
be drastically sped up by the use of quantum resources such as
entanglement.

It is possible to develop a fault-tolerant strategy for quantum
systems based on the recursive encoding of states by concate-
nation of quantum error-correction codes (see Section V-D,
[2], and [54]). The main result we build upon is the following:
A quantum circuit containing error-free gates can be
simulated with a probability of failure of at most using

imperfect gates which fail with proba-
bility as long as , where is a constant threshold
that is independent of . This remarkable result, theThreshold
Theorem[45], is achieved by three steps: 1) using quantum
error-correction codes (Section V-B); 2) performing all com-
putations on encoded data, usingfault tolerant procedures
(Section V-C); and 3) recursively encoding until the desired
reliability is obtained (Section V-D). All of these results are
from prior literature [2], [45], [54]–[56], but we describe them
here to make our contributions clearer in later sections.

B. Quantum Error Correction

The only errors which can occur to a classical bit are bit-flips
and erasures, which can be modeled as conditional and random
NOT gates. Quantum bits suffer more kinds of error, because of
the greater degree of freedom in their state representation; sur-
prisingly, however, there are general strategies for reducing the
universe of possible quantum errors to only two kinds: bit-flips
(random gates) and phase-flips (randomgates). Classical
error-correction codes only take into account bit flip errors and,
thus, are insufficient for correcting quantum data. Furthermore,
quantum states collapse upon measurement, so strategies must
be employed for determining errors without actually measuring
encoded data.

Classical error correction relies upon distributingbits
of information across bits and ensuring enough
redundancy to recreate the original information. Because of the
no-cloning theorem, quantum information cannot be simply
duplicated. Instead, redundancy is achieved through entangled
states with known properties. For example, a single logical
qubit, can be represented using three physical
qubits, as the state . A bit flip error on the first
(left-most) qubit would turn this into ; this
error can be detected by computing theparity of each pair of
qubits, and leaving the result in an extra qubit called anancilla.
The three parities give theerror syndrome, uniquely locating
any single bit-flip error. Crucially, this strategy reveals nothing
about the coefficients and , since the parities cannot
distinguish between and or any single bit-flip
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Fig. 11. MeasuringZ , the phase difference between and .

Fig. 12. Syndrome measurement for a 3-qubit code. The meter boxes indicate
measurement, and the double lines indicate classical communication controlling
the application of theZ operator.

TABLE I
PHASE CORRECTION FORA 3-QUBIT CODE

version of the two three-qubit strings. By measuring parities,
errors can be detected without collapsing encoded data.

Correcting phase flips is achieved by measuring differences
in phase by using a circuit like the one in Fig. 11. This works
by using a Hadamard gate to transform phase flips into bit flips.
Parities are then measured as before, the results stored in ancilla
qubits, and then the qubits are transformed back into their orig-
inal basis. Fig. 12 shows how a phase error syndrome can be
computed and a corresponding correction procedure applied to
correct the error, following the specification of Table I.

A quantum code which encodes one qubit and allows any
single bit-flip or phase-flip error to be corrected uses the en-
coding , where the logical zero and one qubits
are

This nine qubit code, discovered by Peter Shor [55], is also
known as the code, in the notation , where is
the number of physical qubits,is the number of logical qubits
encoded, and is the quantum Hamming distance of the code.
A code with distance is able to correct errors.

C. Computing on Encoded Data

The nine qubit code has a remarkable property that illustrates
a key requirement for fault tolerance: applying agate to each
of the nine qubits takes to and vice versa. It is the
same as applying a logical operator9 to the encoded qubit!
Similarly, can be performed by applying an operator to
each qubit.

In this paper, we employ Steane’s code [57]. The
code is the smallest code that allows direct fault-tol-

erant application of nearly all the operators in the universal set
of operators discussed in Section II-B, namely the subset {,

, , CNOT}. The gate can also be performed fault-tolerantly,
using a slightly more involved procedure. Thus, universal com-
putation is possible without requiring that the data be decoded.

Merely computing on encoded data is not sufficient, however;
one additional step is required, which is frequent error correc-
tion. Because all gates used in this task are assumed to be sub-
ject to failure, this must be done in a careful manner, such that
no single gate failure can lead to more than one error in each
encoded qubit block. Such constructions are known asfault tol-
erant procedures, and the impact of this requirement on our
study is twofold: 1) no single operation may cause multiple fail-
ures and 2) measurement errors must not be allowed to propa-
gate excessively. To achieve 1), no two encoding qubits are al-
lowed to both interact directly with a third qubit. Instead, the
“third” qubit is replaced with acat state(a generalization of
an EPR pair), , that has itself been
verified. Cat states are used because they do not transmit errors
throughCNOTgates. To achieve 2), measurements are performed
in a multiple fashion. While it is not possible to copy a value be-
fore measuring, it is possible to form a three-qubit state, similar
to the three-qubit bit-flip encoding (Section V-B), where all of
the qubits should measure to the same value—if one of the mea-
surements differs, it is assumed to be in error. The implications
are explored in detail in later examples.

Any logical operator may be applied as a fault tolerant proce-
dure, as long as the probability,, of an error for a physical oper-
ator is below a certain threshold, , where is determined by
the implementation of the error-correction code. For the Steane

code, is about . The overall probability of error for
the logical operator is . That is, at some step in the applica-
tion of the operator, and subsequent error correction, two errors
would have to occur in order for the logical operator to fail.

D. Recursive Error Correction

A very simple construction allows us to tolerate additional
errors. If a logical qubit is encoded in a block ofqubits, it is
possible to encode each of thosequbits with an -qubit code
to produce an encoding. Such recursion, orconcatenation,
of codes can reduce the overall probability of error even further.
For example, concatenating the code with itself gives
a code with an overall probability of error of
(see Fig. 13). Concatenating it times gives , while
the size of the circuit increases by and the time complexity
increases by , where is the increase in circuit complexity for
a single encoding, andis the increase in operation time for a

9The overscore denotes an operator on a logical qubit: a logical operator.
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Fig. 13. Tree structure of concatenated codes.

single encoding. For a circuit of size , to achieve a desired
probability of success of , must be chosen such that [2]

(12)

The number of operators required to achieve this result is

(13)

E. Reliability Versus Resources

Given recursive codings, we can, in principle, reduce the
probability of error to arbitrarily low levels. Another way to
view this is that there is a close relationship between the spatial
resources used by a gate and its reliability. The first part of
this paper pointed out that (at least in the Kane model), an
essential limitation comes from the rise of quantum effects in
the wires driving the fields used to control individual qubits
and their interactions. As the dimensions of the wires shrink,
their current becomes quantized, leading to an imperfect field
profile around the controlled qubit. This reduces the fidelity of
the quantum gate performed on the qubit. This observation is
very interesting, and general. Fundamentally,classical control
circuitry becomes unreliable at small length scales, but the
reliability increases with area used.

This failure behavior can be modeled in the following manner.
Assuming we have a quantum circuit consuming an areaon a
layout, we may let be its failure probability. The argument
above justifies the assumption thatis a decreasing function
of , and is given generically by a graph similar to Fig. 14.
For example, it is likely decreases exponentially, as

, or for statistical errors, as a complimentary error function,
, for some technology-dependent parameter

.

F. Criteria for the Efficiency of Fault Tolerance

Given our model for failure probability as a function of area,
, and the resources required for the fault-tolerant scheme

using recursive encoding, from Section V-D, we can now
analytically express the tradeoff between the area required to
achieve a system of some specified reliability. We consider two
approaches. The first is simply to allocate a large area, such
that is as small as desired. The alternative is to apply the
fault-tolerant construction using elementary building blocks
with a small area , which fails with higher probability ,
requiring an area of .

Fig. 14. Relation between circuit reliability and area required, showing the
general decreasing trend expected forp(A), and achievable configurations using
either of two approaches, requiring areaA , orA , to achievep(A) < ".

Suppose we want to obtain a circuit whose failure probability
is bounded by . The first approach involves using a large
area, . The second approach utilizes a recursive,
fault tolerant construction, which makes sense if the component
area is chosen such that , that
is, the component failure probability is smaller than the failure
probability threshold tolerated by the error-correction code. The
overall area required is then , where the recursion
level is determined by the solution to (12),

(14)

The fault tolerant construction will be more efficient if and only
if or, equivalently, if there exists an such that

(15)

(16)

This is an interesting, and nonlinear inequality; solutions may be
visualized using Fig. 14. The existence of an area efficient fault-
tolerant implementation depends on the structure of the function

. If decreases slowly enough with the area (as inverse
power of the area for instance), then such an implementation
exists.

Fault tolerance through recursive encoding can drastically
improve the reliability of quantum circuits, and perhaps even in
an error efficient manner. (16) gives a method for determining
the appropriate redundancy in the design of a quantum circuit
from the standpoint of area efficiency. The possibilities offered
by this strategy are far from being entirely explored. Some so-
lutions to this equation are presented elsewhere [58], but other
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approaches, using different fault-tolerant schemes (such as non-
recursive constructions), or quantum resource assisted fault tol-
erance [59], may lead to modifications of this bound. In gen-
eral, however, the concept expressed by (16) will remain: fine-
grained fault tolerant circuit constructions can provide valuable
means for resource efficiency tradeoffs in future quantum archi-
tectures.

G. Layout of Error-Correction Circuits

While our high-level analysis shows that recursive error cor-
rection has desirable efficiency properties, we shall see that the
details of implementing such schemes will reveal some key is-
sues. The most important of these issues is the need for reliable,
long-distance communication.

Given the pitch-matching constraints of linearity with infre-
quent junctions from IV-B-1, there are still several ways to lay
out physical and logical qubits. Optimally, qubits should be ar-
ranged to minimize communication overhead.

In a fault tolerant design, the main activity of a quantum com-
puter is error correction. To minimize communication costs,
qubits in an encoding block should be in close proximity. As-
suming that the distance between junctions is greater than the
number of qubits in the block, the closest the qubits can be is in
a straight line.

A concatenated code requires a slightly different layout. Error
correction is still the important operation, but the logical qubits
at all but the bottom level of the code are more complicated. For
the second level, the qubits are themselves simple encodings,
and so can be laid out linearly. However, we want these qubits in
as close proximity to each other as possible, for the same reasons
we wanted the qubits in the simple code close. Hence, we need
to arrange the bottom level as branches coming off of a main
bus. Similarly, the third level would have second-level branches
coming off of a main trunk, and so on for higher levels.

In the next two sections, we describe a basic error-correction
algorithm and its recursive application, focusing on illustrating
realistic space and time costs such as those described above,
imposed by 2-D implementation technologies.

VI. ERROR-CORRECTIONALGORITHMS

A. Code

Error correcting using the code consists of measuring
the error syndrome parities of the encoding qubits in various
bases, and correcting the codeword based on the measured syn-
drome. As shown in Fig. 15, the qubits are rotated to the different
measurement bases with Hadamard gates. Parity is then mea-
sured in much the same way as with a classical code, using two-
qubit CNOT operators acting asXORs. Conceptually, the parity
can be measured in the same way as the three-qubit code in
Section V-B, gathering the parity on ancilla s. To perform a
fault-tolerant measurement, however, a cat state is used in place
of a . Fig. 15 shows all six parity measurements using cat
states. Not shown are cat-state creation and cat-state verifica-
tion.

A parity measurement consists of the following steps.

1) Prepare a cat state from four ancillae, using a Hadamard
gate and threeCNOT gates.

Fig. 15. Measuring the error syndrome for the[[7; 1; 3]] error-correction code.

2) Verify the cat state by taking the parity of each pair of
qubits. If any pair has odd parity, return to step 1. This
requires six additional ancillae, one for each pair.

3) Perform aCNOTbetween each of the qubits in the cat state
and the data qubits whose parity is to be measured (See
Fig. 15).

4) Uncreate the cat state by applying the same operators used
to create it in reverse order. After applying the Hadamard
gate to the final qubit, , that qubit contains the parity.

5) Measure :
A With , create the three-qubit state,

by using as the control for two
CNOT gates, and two fresh ancillae as the targets.

B Measure each of the three qubits.
6) Use the majority measured value as the parity of the cat

state.

Each parity measurement has a small probability of introducing
an error, either in the measurement, or in the data qubits. Hence,
the entire syndrome measurement must be repeated until two
measurements agree. The resulting syndrome determines
which, if any, qubit has an error, and which, , or operator
should be applied to correct the error. After correction, the
probability of an error in the encoded data is .

For the Steane code, each parity measurement
requires twelve ancillae—four for the cat state to capture the
parity, six to verify the cat state, and two additional qubits to
measure the cat state. The six parity measurements are each
performed at least twice, for a minimum of 144 ancillae to
measure the error syndrome!

The minimum number of operations required for an error
correction is 38 Hadamards, 288CNOTs, and 108 measure-
ments. With parallelization, the time required for the operations
is , where is the time required for a single
qubit operator, is the time required for aCNOT, and is the
time required for a measurement. (We assume all but the last
measurement are performed in parallel with other operations.)

B. Concatenated Codes

The two-level concatenated code is mea-
sured in the same way as the code, except the qubits
are encoded, and each parity measurement uses a 12-qubit cat
state.10

10In the [[7; 1; 3]] code, anX consists of anX on each qubit. The parity of
the logical qubit is the same as that of the physical qubits. Since a logical qubit
is a valid codeword, a four-qubit subset of the qubits has even parity, and the
remaining three qubits has the same parity as the logical qubit.
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Fig. 16. “Two-rail” layout for the three-qubit phase-correction code. The schematic on the left shows qubit placement and communication, whereD s indicate
data qubits, andA s are cat-state ancillae. The column ofD s andA s form a swapping channel and can also interact with the data and cat-state ancilla. The open
qubit-swapping channel at the bottom brings in fresh ancillae, and removes used ancillae. The same layout is shown as a quantum circuit on the right, with the
operations required to create and verify an ancillary cat state, and to measure the parity of a pair of data qubits.

The error syndrome measurement is analogous to the singly-
encoded case, except that the lower-level encodings
must be error corrected between the following operations.

1) Prepare 12 ancillae in a cat state.
2) Verify the cat state (66 ancillae for pairwise verification.)
3) PerformCNOTs between the cat state qubits and the qubits

encoding the data qubits whose parity is to be measured.
4) Error correct the four logical data qubits.
5) Uncreate the cat state, and measure the resulting qubit.
As in the singly-encoded case, each syndrome measurement

must be repeated, in this case at least four times. The resulting
syndrome determines which, if any, logical qubit has an error.
The appropriate , , or operator can be applied to correct
the error. After the correction operator is applied to a logical
qubit, that qubit must be error-corrected. The probability of an
error in the encoded data is after correction.

Each parity measurement requires 154 Hadamards, 1307
CNOTs, and 174 measurements, in time ,
using the same assumptions as for the nonconcatenated case.

Of course, the code can be concatenated more than
once. The error-correction procedure for higher levels of con-
catenation is similar to the above. The key is that probability of
error for each parity measurement must be , for a code
concatenated times.

VII. COMMUNICATION COSTS ANDERRORCORRECTION

In this section, we model the communication costs of the
error-correction algorithms of Section VI, under the constraint
of having only near neighbor interactions. While it has previ-
ously been proven that under such constraints, the Threshold
Theorem can still be made to apply (given suitably reduced
failure probability thresholds) [60], a detailed study was not per-
formed with layout constraints on quantum error-correction cir-
cuits. We first study the growth rate of errors when usingSWAP

operations. Second, we analyze quantum teleportation as an al-
ternative toSWAP operations for long-distance communication.
Finally, we show that teleportation is preferable both in terms of

distance and in terms of the accumulating probability of corre-
lated errors between redundant qubits in our codewords.

A. Error-Correction Costs

The error-correction algorithms in the previous section are
presented for the ideal situation, where any qubit can interact
with any other qubit. Usually, qubits can only interact with their
near neighbors, so before applying a two-qubit operator, one of
the operand qubits must be moved adjacent to the other.

One of the easiest ways to move quantum data is to use the
SWAPoperator. By applyingSWAPs between alternating pairs of
qubits, the values of alternating qubits are propagated in one
direction, while the remaining qubit values are propagated in the
reverse direction. This swapping channel can be used to supply

ancillae for the purpose of error correction, remove “used”
ancillae, and allow for qubit movement. Fig. 16 illustrates this
for the three-qubit example, using two columns of qubits, one
for the data and cat-state qubits, and one for communication.

The same layout can be applied to the code, giving a
minimum time for an error-correction parity check of

(17)

where
time for cat-state creation;
time for cat-state verification;
time to entangle the cat state with the parity qubits;
time to uncreate the cat state; and
time to perform a triply-redundant measurement.

For in the ideal, parallel, “sea-of-qubits” model,
, , , and
, where

time required for a single-qubit operator;
time required for aCNOT operator;
time required for aSWAP operator;
time required for redundant measurement.
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Fig. 17. Schematic layout of the H-tree structure of a concatenated code. The
branches labeledjD i are for logical data qubits, and consist of two rails of
eleven qubits each—seven qubits for data and four for ancillae. The branch
labeledjA i is for creating, verifying, and uncreating the cat state.

If communication by swapping is used

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

In the Kane model, . In-
cluding parallelism between parity measurements, the minimum
time for a syndrome measurement is

Since measurement is fully parallelizable, these times assume
that there are enough measurement units to perform measure-
ment in parallel with the other operations in the error-correction
cycle.

B. Multilevel Error Correction

For the singly concatenated code, the data movement in the
upper level is more complicated, although (17) still holds. The
first step in the error correction is creating and verifying the
12-qubit cat state. Fig. 17 shows how the ancillae “branches”
are incorporated into the data branches. After verification, the
cat state is moved to the appropriate data branches, where it is
CNOTed with the data qubits. The cat state is then moved back
and uncreated, while the data branches are error-corrected. Fi-
nally, a Hadamard is applied to the last cat-state ancilla, which
is then redundantly measured. The layout in Fig. 17 is not nec-
essarily optimal.

For concatenated with itself times

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

where the subscript indicates the level of encoding, is the
number of qubits in the cat state at level, is the branch
distance between logical qubits at level, is the minimum
number of qubits between two branches for a given architec-
tural model, and is the number of physical qubits in the non-
concatenated code.

With communication by swapping channel, theSWAP oper-
ator becomes very important. In the sea-of-qubits model,SWAPs
are not required. In the model described above,SWAPs account
for over 80% of all operations.

C. Avoiding Correlated Errors

An important assumption in quantum error correction is that
errors in the redundant qubits of a codeword are uncorrelated.
That is, we do not want one error in a codeword to make a second
error more likely. To avoid such correlation, it is important to try
not to interact qubits in a codeword with each other.

Unfortunately, we find that a 2-D layout cannot avoid indirect
interaction of qubits in a codeword. At some point, all the qubits
in a codeword must be brought to the same physical location in
order to calculate error syndromes. In order to do this, they must
pass through the same line of physical locations. Although we
can avoid swapping the codeword qubits with each other, we
cannot avoid swapping them with some of the same qubits that
flow in the other direction.

For concreteness, if two qubits of codewordand both
swap with an ancilla going in the opposite direction, there
is some probability that and will become correlated with
each other through the ancilla. This occurs if bothSWAPs ex-
perience a partial failure. In general, ifis the probability of a
failure of aSWAPgate, the probability of an error from swapping
a logical qubit is

where is the number of qubits between branches at level,
and the higher order terms are due to correlation between the
qubits. From this form, it is clear that correlated errors are dom-
inated by uncorrelated errors, when .

By calculating the number of basic computation and commu-
nication operations necessary to use teleportation for long-dis-
tance communication, we can quantify when we should switch
from swapping to teleportation in our tree structure. Fig. 18 il-
lustrates this tradeoff. We can see that for , teleportation
should be used when .

D. Teleportation

Table II lists the number ofSWAPoperations required to move
an unencoded qubit from one level-code word to the adjacent
code word for different minimum branch distances, as well as
the total operations to teleport the same qubit. Since a teleporta-
tion channel precommunicates EPR pairs, it has a fixed cost. To
use teleportation for our circuit, we must evaluate the number
of computation and communication operations within the tele-
portation circuit. By comparing this number of operations with
the swapping costs from the previous section, we can decide at
what level of the tree to start using teleportation instead of
swapping for communication.
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Fig. 18. Cost of teleportation compared to swapping. TheB-values chosen
illustrate break-even points for different levels of recursion.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THECOST OFSWAPPING AN ENCODED QUBIT TO THE

COST OFTELEPORTING IT. THE B-VALUES ARE THE DISTANCE

BETWEEN ADJACENT QUBITS

Teleportation has another advantage, which is beyond the
scope of this study. By suitably modifying the EPR pairs,
teleportation can be used to perform operations at a distance
[59]. It does not eliminate the need for error correction, and
correctly modifying the EPR pairs has its own costs. This is an
interesting area for future research.

VIII. SYSTEM BANDWIDTH

Our goal has been to design a reliable, scalable quantum com-
munication layer that will support higher-level quantum error
correction and algorithms functioning on top of this layer. A key
issue for future evaluation, however, is that the lower latency of
our teleportation channel actually translates to an even higher
bandwidth when the upper layers of a quantum computation are
considered. It is for this reason that long wires should not be
constructed from chained swapping-channels and quantum “re-
peaters.”

The intuition behind this phenomenon is as follows. Quantum
computations are less reliable than any computation technology
that we are accustomed to. In fact, quantum error correction con-
sumes an enormous amount of overhead both in terms of redun-
dant qubits and time spent correcting errors. This overhead is
so large that the reliability of a computation must be tailored
specifically to the run length of an algorithm. The key is that,
the longer a computation runs, the stronger the error correction
needed to allow the data to survive to the end of the compu-
tation. The stronger the error correction, the more bandwidth

consumed transporting redundant qubits. Thus, lower latency
on each quantum wire translates directly into greater effective
bandwidth of logical quantum bits.

IX. CONCLUSION

Quantum computation is in its infancy, but now is the time
to evaluate quantum algorithms under realistic constraints and
derive the architectural mechanisms and reliability targets that
we will need to scale quantum computation to its full potential.
Our work has focused upon the spatial and temporal constraints
of solid-state technologies.

Building upon key pieces of quantum technology, we have
provided an end-to-end look at a quantum wire architecture. We
have exploited quantum teleportation to enable pipelining and
flexible error correction. We have shown that our teleportation
channel scales with distance and that swapping channels do not.
Finally, we have discovered fundamental architectural pressures
not previously considered. These pressures arise from the need
to colocate physical phenomena at both the quantum and clas-
sical scale. Our analysis indicates that these pressures will force
architectures to be sparsely connected, resulting in coarser-grain
computational components than generally assumed by previous
quantum computing studies.

At the systems level, the behavior of wires becomes a cru-
cial limiting factor in the ability to construct a reliable quantum
computer from faulty parts. While the Threshold Theorem al-
lows fault-tolerant quantum computers to be realized in prin-
ciple, we showed that in practice many assumptions must be
carefully scrutinized, particularly for implementation technolo-
gies that force a 2-D layout scheme for qubits and their inter-
connects. Our analysis suggests that, rather counterintuitively,
fault-tolerant constructions can be more resource efficient than
equivalent circuits made from more reliable components, when
the failure probability is a function of resources required. And
a detailed study of the resources required to implement recur-
sive quantum error-correction circuits highlights the crucial role
of qubit communication, and in particular, the dominant role of
SWAPgates. We find that at a certain level of recursion, resources
are minimized by choosing a teleportation channel instead of the
SWAP. It is likely that the reliability of the quantumSWAP oper-
ator used in short-distance communication will be the dominant
factor in future quantum architecture system reliability.
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